
Hui Wen Wang
ABOUT ME

English name : Sophia
Age : 29 years old
Hobby : I love problem solving things, such as philosophy, puzzle, sudoko, etc.
Motto : "The measure of success is not whether you have a tough problem to deal with, but whether it
is the same problem you had last year." - John Foster Dulles

Aug,2015 -
Present

Revenue Management Coordinator
Sheraton Hsinchu Hotel
I manage the limited resource - guest rooms in our hotel with dynamic prices of
different market segments(corporate, retail, wholesales, etc.)

I also need to offer the daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly/yearly report to each
department, so that they can follow up the achieving rate of out budget.

During this time, I grow my abilities of market analysis, market forecasts and
communication skills with other departments.

Aug,2014 -
Jun,2015

Bookkeeper
Praesto Accounting Firm
I worked in Praesto Accounting Firm as a bookkeeper for 10 months, helped my
clients to finished the monthly business tax declarations, and annual Individual
Income Tax declarations.

During this time, I brought up the Sensitivity of figures and my attentions to details.

Oct,2009 -
Mar,2014

Assistant Engineer
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
I assisted the R&D engineers to hold the electronic experiments, make sure the
output of the experiments were reliable. I was also responsible for  the data
arrangements and visualization on our designer manual.

During this time, I grow my logical thinking ability and excel skills.

JOB EXPERIENCE

Sep,2005 -
Jun,2009

Bachelor of Finance and Banking
Shih Chien University
I studied finance and banking in Shih Chen University, My favorite subject is financial
management. I am interested in creating a efficient portfolio that minimize the
risks by using the tools of financial derivatives.

EDUCATION

Hsinchu, Taiwan

+886 975146903

hwwangk@hotmail.com

Common features between
Revenue management and SLP :

They both offer the best
arrangement for the limited
resources in case to maximize the
company's long-term profits.
They both offered the past analysis
and future forecasts.

Uncommon features between
Revenue management and SLP :

SLP focus more on human than on
properties.
SLP needs stronger leadership.

I am a quick study,  and I'd like to
explore these two respects in my
future career. 

WHY SHOULD I GET
THIS JOB ?

http://www.sheraton-hsinchu.com/
http://www.praesto-accounting.com/
http://www.tsmc.com.tw/chinese/default.htm
http://www.usc.edu.tw/
mailto:hwwangk@hotmail.com
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